Abstract. The double sum P s≥1 P p 1/(p s log p s ) = 2.006666 . . . over the inverse of the product of prime powers p s and their logarithms, is computed to 24 decimal digits. The sum covers all primes p and all integer exponents s ≥ 1. The calculational strategy is adopted from Cohen's work which basically looks at the fraction as the underivative of the Prime Zeta Function, and then evaluates the integral by numerical methods.
Remark 1. The prime powers are represented by Sloane's sequence A000961-we drop the leading term p s = 1 to avoid division by zero-. The constant C is entry A137250 [26] .
The only aim of the work is to improve on the previous estimates 2.00 < C < 2.01 [12] and C > 2.006 [4] .
The simple computational strategy is to accumulate the partial sums over s in
which converge at reasonable speed to an accuracy of 10 −7 in C after 20 terms or to an accuracy of 10 −19 after 59 terms, for example.
Cohen's Integral
The implementation is a shameless replica of Henri Cohen's reduction of the double sum over exponents and primes to a series of integrals [8] .
2.1. Logarithm-to-Integral Conversion. The logarithm of Euler's formula for Riemann's zeta function [3] [18, 9. 
so integration of (8) using (6) gives (10)
over the logarithm of Riemann's zeta function with variable integer lower limit [8] .
Insertion into (10) outlines the strategy to evaluate (2), 
For lower limits of the integral larger than one, this recipe is not needed; we stick to it to present a shorter, simpler program. This follows also from the residuum of Res ζ(s) |s=1 = 1 in conjunction with the
3 ). If we introduce Stieltjes constants γ j [5, 6, 7] ,
the Taylor series of η near s = 1 becomes (16)
The integrated logarithm of (13) is
One term is a dilogarithm [17, 19, 20] , [26] . An accurate representation of π 2 /(12 log 2) is entry A100199. η(1) = log 2 is A002162, γ is A001620, η ′ (1) = log 2(γ − log 2/2) is A091812, and −γ 1 is A082633.
This moulds (17) into (19) I Wynn's ǫ-algorithm [28, 22] is applied to numerical values gathered by the trapezoidal rule to evaluate the η-integral in (19) ,
Remark 5. Because log ζ(s) ≈ 2 −s at s > 10, I(m) ≈ 1/(2 m log 2) as m → ∞. This functional dependence leads to an almost straight line on the semi-logarithmic plot in Fig. 2 . So the first neglected term in (2) is a good estimator to the error in the partial sums. At large s, the two values equalize because the first term at k = 1 dominates the sum at the right hand side of (12). Cohen reported the first two rows [8] . Erdős and Zhang published an upper bound of p 1/(p log p) [11] ; a proof of convergence had been given earlier [13] .
Summary
We obtained the Erdős-Lebensold constant
by a rather basic numerical approach to Cohen's integral over the logarithm of the Prime Zeta Function. A table of p 1/(p s log p) was generated for 1 ≤ s ≤ 80.
Appendix A. PARI Program
The following PARI/GP program [24] implements the algorithm. WynnEpsItr and WynnEps calculate Wynn's generalized Richardson extrapolation of a sequence. logEta computes log η. ICohen calculates (19) . Ieta calculates the integral (21) . logSum returns the sum (12) for a given argument s. ErdosLebensConst returns a value of (2). /** Wynn's epsilon process. One step of the recurrence. * @param eps1 A column in the scheme of deltas. * @param eps2 The column to the right of eps1. * @return The extrapolation of the column eps1. */ WynnEpsItr(eps1,eps2)={ /* eps3 is the new column to the right of eps2. * slen is the number of items in eps1. */ local(eps3,slen) ; slen=length(eps1) ; eps3=vector(slen-2) ; /* one-by-one filling of the new column */ for(i=1,slen-2,
/* Either we have reached the rightmost column, indicated by the * fact that only one entry is left in eps3, or we iterate * once more with information now in the two * rightmost columns, eps2 and eps3. */ if ( length(eps3)==1, return( eps3 [1] ) , return( WynnEpsItr(eps2,eps3)) ; ) ; } /** Wynn's epsilon process. Main entry. * @param S The vector of the current estimates with an odd number of terms. * @return The extrapolation of the vector terms to infinity. */ WynnEps(S)={ /* Essentially build the 2nd column of the scheme from the * inverted first differences of the vector, and enter the iteration. */ local(eps1,slen = length(S)) ; eps1=vector(slen-1) ; 1-u) ) du/(1-u)^2. * @param m The lower limit of the integral * @param relerr Admissible relative error of the result * @return The value. */ Ieta(m,relerr)={ /* simp0 is the value of the kernel at the lower limit u=0. u are specific * abscissa points. WynnL is the column number in Wynn's extrapolation, an odd * number equal to or larger than 1. */ local(simp0=logEta(m),u,sus,N,otrap,WynnL=9,sim) ; /* sus [1,.] contains sums of the integral kernel of the previous * step size; sus [2,.] accumulates the sums at the doubled abscissa count N. 
